Sonoma County Juvenile Justice Commission
Facility Inspection Report
July 2013

Facility Name:

Children’s Village

Contact:

Anjana Utarid

Inspectors:

Anastasia Zita, Manuel Lopez, Mary Cone

Date of Inspection:

July 6, 2013

Date of Last Inspection:

April 6, 2013

The Juvenile Justice Commission has, again, deviated from its customary inspection form
to provide a more appropriate and informative discussion of the issues at Children’s
Village.
Commissioners Zita, Lopez, and Cone conducted an inspection on Saturday, July 6, 2013,
and observed the following regarding this group home, some of which caused concern:

General conditions of all four residences and grounds including kitchens and furniture:


The outside landscaping was in very good order. This is an improvement from the
last visit of April 6, 2013.



The garden is in full bloom with many vegetables and some fruit growing.



There were ample bikes and helmets available for all children.



The linoleum throughout all the houses should be thoroughly cleaned or replaced
if the filth is so deeply embedded that it can’t be properly cleaned.



The walls in the back of the houses are in dire need of cleaning or paint.



The plates, bowls, glasses and silverware are mismatched in most houses even
though this was verbalized to Anjana and Emily at the last exit meeting.



There are still large amounts of carbohydrate-based foods.
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House A:


The environment and paint is in good shape. This was by far the most appealing
of the houses.



The dining room table is worn out.



Ample fruit was available on the counter top.



The entertainment center in the living room has no doors on the bottom portion
where the shelves go. There is a shelf missing. Where the doors were taken off
there were 6 “brads” (a type of furniture nail) sticking out, posing a hazard to the
children, as well as staff. The entertainment center is also in need of paint or
better yet, replacement.



Pictures were taken of various parts of the kitchen floor, entryway, and other
areas to show how filthy the premises are.



The kitchen walls are also neglected to the point that it seems an unsanitary area
in which to prepare meals.

House B:


At the entry to this house, there exists a tripping hazard to the left of the walkway
next to the pillar, as pointed out in the picture. There is about a two-inch rise in
the concrete next to the entryway. There is another tripping hazard as one is
leaving the house from the walkway to the sidewalk.



The kitchen floor is filthy around the edges.



The bottom trim needs cleaning, paint, or replacement. It is dirty and chipped.



There is a fence board broken and a sharp portion sticking out.



This house needs to be painted, as the walls are quite dirty. The walls are spackled
in many places covering, what looks to be where someone put their fist or foot
through the wall.



The handrail, from the second floor, is worn and needs attention.



The dining room table and chairs were matching in good/fair shape.



There were mismatched plates and bowls in the kitchen.



The walls have limited artwork on them.



There was a minimum amount of fruits and vegetables.
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House C:


The entryway walls look as if they were splattered with some foreign liquids or
solid items but not cleaned.



There is a light fixture that is missing a light bulb. Not only would the lighting be
necessary but also the fact that the light bulb is missing poses a hazard. The light
should also have a protective cover to protect it from breaking.



Inside and to the left of the entry hall, the piece of furniture that is located there is
in dire need of stain or paint and the floor edges are filthy.



Garage is neat but the walls have writing on them.



Dining area has a hutch that has a loose knob and drawers that are difficult to
open.



The dining table needs to be re-stained.



At the dining table, there are 8 chairs, most mismatched. All the chairs are in
need of replacement. Without exaggeration, one of the chairs’ cushions is so
badly ripped that it looks to have come from the dump.



One of the couches is in terrible shape; a large portion of it is threadbare.



The leather sofa is in good condition.



The armchair fabric is filthy and badly stained; the cushion and armrest are worn
through.



The walls are dirty and lack adornment. Upstairs the window blinds are still in
need of repair or replacement. The door jamb on two doorways is literally
coming off. One is being held in place by purple tape.



In the garage, there is a 6-foot tall metal cylinder filled with concrete that is
supposed to serve as a barrier to protect the water heater. This should be attached
to the floor with 4 bolts. Three of these bolts are missing and the only remaining
bolt is not even hand tight rendering this barrier useless but more important,
making it a possible weapon that is easily accessible to any youth.



Not one of the computers in this house was working. Staff said the operating
systems were starting to go down about 6 months ago. The volunteer IT person
is “on top” of it. The three computer systems were a hodgepodge of technology.
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House D:


The front entryway has markings of ivy having grown there at some point and the
traces never removed or painted over.



Inside there are filthy edges on the floor.



There was some art on the walls, although a paint job is needed.



The air intake is absolutely filthy. It looks as if the dirt is so abundant that it
prohibits air from entering the unit. Unfortunately, this was the only house where
we noticed the location of the intake or we would have looked at the others. If the
outer cleanliness is any indication, we are assuming the filters are rarely changed.



In the garage there is exposed wiring on the air/heater duct.

Note: there are numerous pictures at the conclusion of this report depicting many
of our concerns listed previously.

Support for well-being and interviews:


Children’s artwork and appropriate artwork is on the walls throughout House A.
This was an addition since our last visit based upon a recommendation to create a
homier environment. The other homes have very limited adornment on the walls.



Three children were sitting at a dining room table coloring as we entered and
introduced ourselves. One commissioner tried to engage the children in dialogue
and was just slightly responded to. When asked if one of the children would like
to speak with her and show her their room, they all said, “No.” Two of the
children encouraged the youngest child to comply but she responded with another,
“No.” Staff came over and tried to get one of the girls to agree and the youngest
one said, “If you will buy me an ice cream, I will.” Then, the other two were
more interested, letting staff know that they were up for being bribed.



Another commissioner was able to encourage one female to speak with her. This
child has been at Children’s Village for one year. She showed her room, which
was neat and tidy.



One child told a commissioner that the children had been advised that the JJC was
coming again because “they didn’t like what they saw”. The children were “told”
to speak with us.



One commissioner spoke to a young woman who was asked how she was. Her
scornful, barely audible response was, “I’m tired.” When asked why she felt tired,
her reply was, “I don’t usually get up before 10 a.m.” When she was asked was it
because of our visit, there was an irritated, “Yes”.
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One commissioner spoke with a female who was guarded in her communications.
She shared that sometimes they go to the movies, sometimes swimming. There
were no other summer plans that she was aware of.



One commissioner spoke with a male who has been there for 4 years. He is
allowed to do a lot of things with his friends. His favorite staff member is Cesar
who understands where he “comes from”. He described a relationship in which
Cesar helps guide him to make the healthy life choices he wants to make He does
not want to be in gangs and Cesar understands what it takes to avoid that
lifestyle. The young man is excited about taking band next year at Santa Rosa
High School. He will be going to a one-week YMCA camp, “Moving On”, next
week. This child has no major concerns.



One commissioner spoke with a female who is working at SAY with the Youth
Ecology Corps, six hours a day with no other plans for this weekend or the
summer. She stated that their car is broken but will be fixed on Monday. It is in
the shop.



Another commissioner spoke with a female who is involved in TAG, which is
Teen Advocate Group. She said someone who comes around to the Village
introduced her to this organization. She also volunteers at Forget Me Not Farm
and a food bank.



A commissioner spoke with a female who volunteers at Sadie’s Haven for horse
retirement for two hours twice a week. She is tutored in Japanese once a week and
goes to therapy once a week on Fridays. She told the commissioner that she needs
pants. Cesar was in the room and joined the conversation and said that the “check
requests” are given out four times a year based on a seasonal inventory of clothing.
She will be taken out shopping soon. Her room was neat and decorated with
posters to her liking. She was proud of her tea set collection. During the year, the
van takes all the children who go to Montgomery together. Sometimes the pick-up
is late.

Inspection Summary:
Three commissioners inspected four houses and came away with serious concerns
regarding the ability Children’s Village has to provide a safe and well-maintained home
for the children who live there. Commissioners also did not have a clear understanding
of the summer program available for children.


After our last inspection, April 6, 2013, commissioners met with the director,
Anjana Utarid, and Emily Mann, program director, and expressed a number of
concerns, one of which was mismatched dinnerware and the lack of enough
silverware in each house. We have since learned that these items were not simply
purchased, at a moderate cost, but appeared on a wish list in the July 2013 issue of
“The Village Vision”!
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It was noted in our last report that there were dirty doors and broken blinds. These
have not been addressed in the ensuing months.



It was also noted that the furniture was found to be in poor condition and
mismatched. This still exists, as shown in many of the accompanying
photographs.

All three commissioners assert that there is no excuse for this group home to operate in
such poor condition. The program service revenue is no different than that of other group
homes, yet they seem to operate very clean homes. Additionally the youth seem much
happier and willing to talk to the commissioners without having to pry answers out of any
of them at these other homes.

_____________________________
Anastasia Zita, Commissioner

_____________________________
Gayle Ballinger, Vice Chairperson

*Next Inspection Recommended: within 6 months

cc: Honorable Judge of the Sonoma County Superior Court
Commissioner of the Juvenile Court
Probation Department, Chief of Probation
Department of Social Services
State of California, Community Care Licensing
Juvenile Probation Director
Facility Inspected
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